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Join sibling Chihuahuas, Bella and Harry, as they travel to Jerusalem and visit Masada, the

Western Wall and the Old City. Along the way, local cuisine (such as shawarma and knafeh)

and basic Hebrew phrases are introduced to the reader. The Adventures of Bella & Harry is a

picture book series that chronicles the escapades of a pup named Bella, her little brother Harry

and their family, who travel the world exploring the sights and sounds of new, exciting cities.

The “Bella & Harry” series is intended to be an informative, interactive and exciting way to

introduce children to travel, different countries, customs, history and landmarks with the

educational value of this book cleverly disguised amidst dozens of illustrated pages which are

sure to win the hearts of young readers.Traveling the world with these two cute and cuddly

Chihuahuas will allow the young reader to gain an appreciation of the world and its cultural

diversity.Happy Travels from Bella Boo and Harry too!!!
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“Harry, be sure to pack your hat for our next adventure with our family!”“Why should I pack my

hat, Bella? Where are we going?”“We are traveling to Jerusalem, Israel. Israel is located right

here on our map. Israel is located in an area of the world called the Middle East. The Middle

East is very hot during the summer, so you will need your hat and a bottle of water to drink for

our tour!”“Our first stop is outside of the city of Jerusalem. It is a place called Masada. Harry,

did you know the word Masada means fortress in Hebrew?”“Bella, is that Masada way up on

the top of the mountain?”“Yes, Harry. History says that Masada was built by Herod the Great.

Herod was a Judean king thousands of years ago. He was a great builder and built all sorts of

forts, palaces and cities while he was in power.”“Bella, how do we get to the top of the

mountain?”“Well Harry, we can take the ‘Snake Path’ or we can take the cable car!”“SNAKE

PATH!!! Bella, I am scared of snakes!”“Ha! Ha! Don’t worry Harry! It is called the ‘Snake Path’

because the path has a lot of curves like a snake. It’s a long walk up to the top, so I think the

children want to take the cable car. Let’s go!”“Harry, Masada is one of the most visited sites in

Israel. It is believed that not only did Herod the Great build this as his summer palace; another

group of people of the Jewish faith lived here too. They were called the Zealots.”“A long time

ago, the Romans took over the area in Israel where the Zealots lived. The Zealots were very

religious and did not want to live with the Romans, so they moved to Masada. Sadly Harry,

there are no Zealots remaining now, but their story is still told today.”“Bella, is that water I

see?”“Yes Harry, it is the Dead Sea.”“The Dead Sea! Bella, that sounds very scary too!”“No

Harry, it is called the Dead Sea because it is very salty. The salt prevents life forms from living

in the sea. A cool fact is that the Dead Sea shoreline is the lowest place for dry land on

earth.Let’s hop on the cable car and head down to the shore.I would love to take a dip in the

cool water.”“Wow! Bella, look at me! I am floating! This is fun!”“Yes Harry, because of all of the

salt in the water, we are floating, not swimming. Be sure not to drink the water. It tastes yucky!”
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Der, “Great characters!. My grandkids were moving to Israel for a couple years, so this was

great information for all of us! We love the Bella and Harry series, this is our 3rd one! A nice

way to travel with grandkids”

O's Mom, “Informative Kids Book. Cute, informative children's book with easy to read format -

enjoyable way to learn about Jerusalem! My daughter enjoyed this and we all learned

something!”

Irene, “Five Stars. I like this series very much, wonderful illustrations and good story.”

Barbara Farmer, “Five Stars. Great book.”

Myrna Bohlmann, “Great book. This was bought for our 9 year old granddaughter. Let's Visit

books are well written and age appropriate so the child is learning while having fun following

Bella and Harry. Our granddaughter loves to play school so her younger brother gets read to a

lot and he is loving Bella and Harry, too.”

lori, “Five Stars. My grand daughter loves these books”

Mikka N. Hedges Funk, “Great Toddler Read. My two year old son enjoyed this very much. He

asked for me to reread it to him a lot.”

The book by Lisa Manzione has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 11 people have provided feedback.
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